The patient’s motivation in seeking complementary therapies
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Abstract

The motivations of cancer patients in seeking complementary therapies are, fundamentally, self-healing motivations which, when engaged appropriately, can contribute to the patient's psychological and physical well being. In this paper, we apply a theoretical model, the Risk Adaptation Model, to furthering the clinical understanding of the motivations of cancer patients in seeking complementary therapies. The model identifies six discrete cognitive processes which, in combination, are hypothesized to play a central role in therapy seeking. Emphasis in this model is placed on the patient's need to maintain positive expectancies (optimism) when faced with the risk and uncertainty of cancer. This understanding of complementary-therapy seeking is grounded in the perspective that clinicians must respect the autonomy of cancer patients in their quest for appropriate therapies, and assist rather than direct their process of therapy-seeking. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

As health care providers serving cancer patients, it is important to understand our patients’ motivations in seeking complementary therapies. Fundamentally, these are self-healing motivations which, when engaged appropriately, contribute to the patient’s psychological and physical well being. When inappropriately engaged, however, they may lead to self-
harm. Patients can become so focally motivated by complementary therapies and so reliant on them, that they delay or avoid, or are non-adherent with evidence-based treatment. In this paper, we offer a theoretical model, the Risk Adaptation Model [1,2] (RAM), with the intent of helping clinicians understand the motivations of cancer patients in seeking complementary therapies. With better understandings, we will be more helpful in assisting their decision making.

At the first step of exploring complementary therapy-seeking, we must accept the perspective that, according to our current understanding of placebo effects, virtually any therapy can contribute to “healing”, especially if the patient has strong beliefs about its healing properties. Accepting this is part of acknowledging the primacy of the autonomy of patients in relating to their disease and recognizing that they are best served by our assisting this autonomous process. Our assistance, however, is inevitably based in some model, implicit or explicit, of health-seeking. For several years, our group has focussed on the study of health-seeking, particularly in specifying motivational factors. We have assimilated clinical observation and relevant theory into a cognitive-behavioural model, applicable clinically [1,2] and testable experimentally [3,4] that integrates salient components from other cognitive models of health behaviour change [5–7], self-efficacy theory [8], and from the Transtheoretical Model of personal change [9,10]. While no model of this type can yet claim definitiveness, a model such as ours can be a useful orienting device, especially when there is concern that the patient’s health-seeking process is leading to some form of self harm.

From our model’s perspective, health seeking is an active, decision-driven process. As such, the choice of taking or not taking a health-oriented approach is confronted in every situation. Even adopting a passive approach is an active process, cognitively, and, in the right circumstance, passivity is a healthy option. When facing significant health risks, however, patients are rarely passive. Instead, they actively attempt to reduce mortality risks, the risks of escalating disease and distress, and lifestyle limitations, which naturally include illness-related pain, be it physical or psychic in nature.

2. The model

Our model encompasses six cognitive processes. These include modifiability, consequentiality, response efficacy, self efficacy, and attention regulation. The sixth cognitive process refers to the influence of expectancies, specifically generalized expectancies such as optimism and pessimism. According to the model, these processes are activated when the patient, in seeking health through complementary therapies, questions how modifiable a current health state is. Given the difficulty of ascertaining this without trial and error, questions follow about the consequences of attempting modification using a particular method. We believe patients, informally or formally, weigh the “pros” and “cons” of attempting versus not attempting specific modifications. This weighing involves judgements of response efficacy, or how effective the method may optimally be and self efficacy, or how effective they may be in using the method. These questions and evaluations evolve as attention is regulated towards addressing them. Attention regulation, another key model component, is defined as the degree of functional attention directed to a given content area. Broadly speaking, patients may seek and find increasingly useful information about complementary therapies or conduct a fragmented inquiry, avoiding specific and even critical questions altogether. Recognizing the potentially infinite combinations of inquiry and disengagement, we must accept that patients will inevitably proceed with or diverge from critical examinations of health information in ways which, although arbitrary and unsystematic to us, may seem “reasonable” to them. Thus pointing out deviations from systematic, critical examination can be an important part of the service we provide, as long as the patient’s autonomy in the examination process is respected.

The processes of estimating modifiability and consequences, and regulating attention, are naturally influenced by expectancies. Positive expectancies (optimism) and negative expectancies (pessimism) are particularly relevant as optimists have been observed to engage in more active coping strategies (than pessimists) while, for example, adapting to breast cancer [11] and recovering from coronary artery bypass surgery [12]. This active-coping ten-
dency may explain why optimists recover faster and have better outcomes following coronary artery bypass surgery [11], demonstrate greater adherence to health care recommendations and better outcomes after cardiac transplant [13] and engage in more health protective practices after testing positive for HIV [14]. Expectancies have powerful effects on appraisals of illness modifiability, as well. From the optimistic view, illness can be modified once the right method is found. Indeed, simply believing the right method has been found, reinforces optimism and, in doing so, may be healthy, in and of itself.

Once again, finding the right method is associated with the constructs of response efficacy, i.e. finding the methods or tools for making positive changes and self-efficacy i.e., using the tools effectively [8]. In the weighing of evidence related to response and self-efficacy, the patient’s ability to sustain critical examination may become more evident, as some patients are highly susceptible to emotionally-driven (versus rational) treatment selection, and prone to emphasizing what other substances and individuals can do (response efficacy) rather than what they can do, themselves (self-efficacy).

The six model factors are best understood as dynamically interacting, each potentially influencing others. For example, patients who estimate a low likelihood of modifying an intolerable condition through conventional medicine, may have needs for complementary therapies that supply a target for optimistic expectancies and, simultaneously, a way of reinforcing them. Under such conditions, they may either become highly critical in their selection of a complementary treatment, evincing a high level of attention regulation, or alternatively, highly uncritical, manifesting gaps in and breakdowns of regulated attention. In either case, an intolerable and worsening condition may reduce the need to minimize potentially negative consequences, because the consequences of not modifying the condition are so high.

Along these lines, we may see how the weighing of evidence can play a major or minor role in selection, depending on the level of attention regulation and the need to maintain optimistic expectancy. It is important to remember that evidence not only establishes a level of effectiveness, it establishes a range. If the patient needs a radical and unlikely change, he or she may actually avoid therapies with established ranges, opting for therapies which have not been tested, as these are more readily imagined as providing the efficacy required.

It may be evident by now that our model is nonlinear, although conveniently described in a linear manner. Changes in attention regulation may or may not precede changes in perceived consequences or modifiability or expectancies, just as changes in perceptions of response and self-efficacy may activate or be activated by changes in other factors. Rather than linear chain reactions, the model identifies feedback loops that evolve through positive (deviation-amplifying) or negative feedback (deviation-diminishing) patterns. In a given situation, either pattern may be adaptive, as the patient tries to adapt in the ways judged most relevant, rejecting activities judged ineffectual or too risky.

3. Using the model to help the patient

The test of guiding models is their capacity to identify factors that, in combination, cohesively explain behaviour. As this model guides our support program with cancer patients, we apply it clinically, testing and refining its utility in treatment provision and its validity in experimental studies. In trying to understand the motivations of patients seeking complementary treatments, how can it help?

3.1. The quality of seeking – how you get there may be as important as where you get to

Complementary therapy-seeking is predictable in circumstances where illness consequences are high and beliefs in the effectiveness of conventional treatments (i.e. response efficacy) are low. The model presented emphasizes that the patient’s basic need for optimism about modification is healthy, and thus helps us understand their readiness to dis-regulate attention in order to sustain optimism. We are reminded (by placebo research) that optimism, itself, can be healing, even when attention regulation is compromised. As such, as practitioners, it is appropriate to caretake our patient’s optimism, given that
existing evidence suggests a balance towards optimism is healthier, when consequences are not too costly (in terms of risk exposure, out-of-pocket costs, social effects, disruptions of evidence-based treatment etc.).

However, in assisting our patients' health-seeking, we are also obligated to assess their attention regulation. In other words, we must help patients sustain a level of attention regulation and optimism that contributes to intelligent treatment selection, as well as overall functioning and quality of life. Along these lines, it is important to take into account the findings on effective and ineffective attentional modes, observed in people confronting trauma and illness [15,16]. A curvilinear relationship emerges [15], with the extremes of dysfunctional attention characterized by distractibility-avoidance, on one side, and intrusiveness on the other. Under extreme stress, individuals avoid focus on distressing events, while experiencing the unwelcome and chaotic intrusions of distressing thoughts. Under such conditions, poor decision-making is likely, if not inevitable. Thus, we must help patients overcome dysfunctional attentional states, especially when observing their manifestation in complementary therapy seeking. Often the most effective way to do this is to inquire about the patient's own view of how their attention becomes disrupted to gauge the patient's awareness of these disruptions. If a patient is aware, according to the literature, he or she is likely to report an intrusive or avoidant pattern (or both). If either pattern is acknowledged, the patient may then be motivated to undertake some form of training in anxiety reduction or stress management (or accept a pharmacological treatment) to reduce the underlying emotional strain disrupting their attention regulation.

3.2 Identifying when the seeking and use of complementary treatment signals the need for more in-depth counseling and psychotherapeutic support

Beyond anxiety and stress reduction, we must be prepared to see needs for more in-depth, illness-adaptation counseling when examining the complementary therapy seeking of patients. The most obvious case is when the patient fails to use a highly effective evidence-based treatment (even though the consequences of not using it are probable and severe) because a high optimistic expectancy (accompanied by a minimum of critical examination) is placed on a complementary therapy with weak supporting evidence. In such a situation, we may expect to find, according to the model, relatively low levels of attention regulation accompanied by high levels of anxiety and negative affect (masked or unmasked). Under such conditions, complementary therapies may be fastened onto as a convenient way of avoiding confrontations with more disturbing realities, such as the distressing or debilitating side effects that may be associated with an evidence-based treatment. The problem may not be fixed, however, if a switch to the evidence-based treatment is achieved. Unresolved disease adaptation issues may still be avoided and may require further assistance in a counseling context, to be resolved.

3.3 Envisioning the optimal therapy-seeking process

The scenario of negative “complementary” therapy seeking raises the question of what characteristics might be expected in an optimal process. When envisioning this, we begin to consider the types of empirical data that must be collected on “complementary therapies” to better equip us to counsel patients. What might an optimal mode of health seeking look like? According to our model, we might see both evidence-based and complementary therapies selected on the basis of their high probability of effectively modifying the disease condition. Furthermore, optimal treatment selection might include a detailed weighing of the pros and cons of the consequences of use, including the likely experience of using the treatments, as well as the likely consequences of using no treatments or other alternatives. It is expected that these considerations would not just be driven by optimistic expectancies, but by a “realistic optimism” that involves a non-avoidant examination of treatments. Lastly, we might expect that consideration be given to the patient’s own self efficacy (their ability to maximize the success of treatment through their own actions) as well as the use of the best available agents and expertise in altering disease processes and consequences.

In conclusion, we have presented a model of
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